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1 Introduction

The need for uncertainty analysis and the various ways of

doing so in a general framework is well documented in the

engineering literature (for example, Coleman and Steele, 1989;

ANSI/ASME PTC 19.1 Standard, 1990) as well as in the statis-

tical literature (for example, Draper and Smith, 1981; Pindyck

and Rubenfeld, 1981). However, these general methodologies

have to be adapted to the specific application, which in the

present context is the determination of uncertainty in the savings

due to a particular retrofit or energy conservation measure
(ECM) when monitored data is available both before and after

the retrofit.
A crucial element in the basic methodology used to determine

energy retrofit savings from continuously monitored data in-

volves developing a model for the baseline or pre-retrofit energy

use. The various model approaches available and the advantages

and disadvantages of each have been discussed in several papers

in this special issue (Kissock et al., 1998; Katipamula et al.,

I 998; Dhar et al., I 998 ) . Whenever appropriate, model develop-
ment using the regression approach is used because it is gener-

ally the least demanding in effort and user-expertise, yields

adequate results and permits uncertainty associated with savings
to be quantified. This last advantage dramatically enhances the
"value" of the amount of savings determined since this is a

prime factor while performing risk assessment.
There are three pertinent issues specific to regression models

of monitored energy use in buildings: (i) the statistical method-

ology used to determine prediction uncertainty in the type of

regression models frequently encountered in commercial build-

ing energy use (namely change point models) is not "standard"

and hence not presented in the published literature, (ii) the

baseline data period for which monitored data is available may

be shorter than the one year intuitively needed to capture the

range of climatic and operational changes which a building may

experience, and ( iii ) the time series nature of the data introduces
improper residual behavior which does not permit the use of
"standard" statistical formulae for determining model predic-
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where m is the number of periods (hour, day, week or month)

in the post-retrofit period,

4," ir the pre-retrofit energy use predicted by the baseline

model per period, and
Ey""" is the measured post-retrofit energy use per period.

Following ANSI/ASME PTC 19.1 Standard ( 1990), the uncer-

tainty A(x) of a quantity x can be represented by the square

root of its variance (var)r/z. Thus, with the assumption that

model prediction and measurement enors are independent, the

total variance is the sum of both:

A(> 8""")2 : A(> En)'+ A(> E"""") ' (2)

Inspection of Eq. (2) suggests that total prediction uncertainty

increases with m, i.e., as the post-retrofit period gets longer.

However, as the amount of energy savings also increases with

m, abetter indicator of the uncertainty is the fractional uncer-
tainty defined as the energy savings uncertainty over m periods

ffifed by the energy saving over m periods:
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where F is the ratio of energy savings to pre-retrofit energy use,

i .e . ,
m
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provides a means of calculating the fractional
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Uncertainty in Baseline
Regression Modeling and in
Determination of Retrofit

The objective of this paper is to discuss the various sources of uncertainry inherent

in the istimation of aitual measured energy savings from baseline regression models,

and to present pertinent statistical concepts and formulae to determine this uncer-

tainty. 
^Regression 

models of energy use in commercial buildings are not of the

"standari" rype addressed in textbooks because of the changepoint behavior of the

models and the effect of patterned and non-constant variance residuals (largely as

a result of changis in operating modes of the building and the HVAC system). This

paper atio aadresses iuch issues as how model prediction is impacted by both
'improper 

model residuals and models identified from data periods which do not

enro*pors the entire range of variation of both climatic conditions and the dffirent

building operating modes.

tion uncertainty. The main objective of this paper is to provide

an overview of these specific issues which influence the savings

uncertainty from monitored building energy use data, and to

present relevant published work in this regard.

2 General Approach
Following Kissock et al. (1998), "actual" savings (as

against "normalized" savings) are calculated as:

I
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uncertainty in the "actual" savings, which consists of a term

representative of the regression model prediction uncertainty

and another terTn representative of the measurement error in the

post-retrofit energy use. Note that the measurement elTor in the

pre-retrofit energy use ( in the absence of bias error defined in

iection 3 ) is inherently contained in the model goodness-of-

fit parameter (namely, the mean square error (MSE) statistic

discussed in section 5 and should not be introduced a second

time.
As pointed out in an earlier paper by Reddy et al. (1992),

the fractional uncertainty in the savings decreases aS the length

of post-retrofit period increases. Another paper by Reddy and

Claridge (1998) discusses the issue of fractional uncertainty at

length and points out how this concept is critical in evaluating

theldequacy of a baseline model and for logical selection of

the appropriate monitoring and verification protocol to verify

savings for specific ECMs.
After a short presentation on measurement erTOrS, the rest of

this paper is devoted to a discussion of the various types of

predictive elrors which result when baseline regression models

are used, and to the determination of the associated uncertainty

bands or confidence limits.

3 Measurement Errors
The error sources in monitored data are due to (i) calibration

e11ors in sensors and logging instrumentation, (ii) data acquisi-

tion errors, and (iii) data reduction errors. The interested reader

can refer to ANSI/ASME Standard PTC 19.l Standard ( 1990)

for a complete discussion. Essentially the uncertainties in the

instrumentation (sensors and metering equipment) used to mea-

sure the relevant parameters (such as energy use, temperature,

. .) result in systematic (or bias) error and random error. A

set of measurements with small bias error is said to have high

accuracy, while a set of measurements with small random error

is said to have high precision. Bias elrors include those that are

known and can be calibrated out, and those that are treated as

random enors as a result of the uncertainty of the primary

equipment against which the field metering is calibrated. Ran-

domerrors and their propagation can be analyzed following the

well known Kline and McClintock (1953) method based on a

first-order Taylor series expansion. A detailed treatment of bias

and random errors both at the pre-experimental design phase

and after the experimental data has been collected. is provided

by Coleman and Steele (1989). Bias and random errors are

usually treated as uncorrelated and their combined effect is

simply the quadrature sum of both (Coleman and Steele, 1989 ) .

Manufacturers usually specify instrument uncertainty as a per-

centage of the full-scale reading of the instrument' Hence,

knowing the value of ^8p." and the full-scale reading of the

instrument, an estimation of the R.H.S of eq. (3) i.e., (E**,1

^8r,"; can be obtained.

4 lssues in Identifying Baseline Regression Models

4.1 Errors in Regression Models. Determination of pre-
diction errors due to regression models is subject to different

types of problems than that associated with measurement errors.

Such uncertainties are less well understood by the engineering

profession, while the statistical literature abounds in this regard.

The various sources of regression model elrors can be classified

into three categories:
(a) Model mis-specificati-ol errors arise from a functional

form @ that is an approximation of the

true driving function of the response variable. Typical causes

are: (i) inclusion of irrelevant regressor variables or exclusion

of important regressor variables (for example, neglecting hu-

miditt effects); (ii) assumption of a linear model, when the

physical equations suggest non-linear interaction among the re-

grersor variables; and (iii) incorrect order of the model, i.e.,

either a lower order or a higher order model than the physical

equations suggest. Engineering insight into the physical behav-

ioi of the system (Kissock, 1993; Reddy et al., 1995) helps

minimize this type of error.
(b) Model prediction elrors arise due to the fact that a model

is nev@ a certain amount of the observed

variance in the response variable cannot be explained by the

model. This variance introduces an uncertainty in prediction.

In essence, this uncertainty arises because even though the "ex-

act" functional form of the regression model may be known,

the model parameters should be treated as random variables

due to randomness in the regressor and response variables.
(c) Model extrapolation errors arise when a model is used for

predicffif the original data from which

ihe model has been identified. Models identified from short data

E: energy use, baseline energy use
f,,n: energy use corresPonding to the

change point temperature
F = ratio of savings to baseline energy

use, defined by Eq. (a)
/ : indicator variable
k : number of regression parameters in

the model
nr : number of post-retrofit observation

points (months, days, hours, . . .)
n : number of pre-retrofit observation

points (months, days, hours, . . .)
p : number of model parameters (:/c

+  l )

4r : lighting and equipment use internal
to the building

Qsot: global horizontal solar radiation
I: outdoor dry-bulb temperature

T,o : change point outdoor dry-bulb tem-
perature

N o m e n c l a t u r e

b : bias error Tao: outdoor dew point temPerature
T I o : : ( T a p  -  7 : ) *

t = t-statistic 
-

a : significance level
e : random error
p : autocorrelation coefficient
.* : model predicted value of X

AX : uncertainty in X
X: mean value of X

Subscripts

cP = change Point
d : dally
j = index for observation during the

pre-retrofit period

J : index for observation during the
post-retrofit Period

Meas : measurement
o : outdoor

Pre : pre-retrofit

Acronyms

AR = auto-regressive
CAV : constant air volume

CO = Cochrane-Orcutt
procedure

CV-RMSE = coefficient of variation of
the root mean square elTor

DD = dual duct
GLS = generalized least squares

HVAC = heating, cooling and air-
conditioning

MLR = multiple linear regression
MV = multi-variate model

MSE = mean square elTor, defined
by  eq .  ( 8 )

OLS = ordinary least squares
R2 : coefficient of

determination
SV : single variate model

VAV : variable air volume
2P : two parameter model
3P : three parameter model
4P = four parameter model
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sets, which do not satisfactorily represent the annual behavior

of the system, will be subject to this source of error. Although

we cannot quantify this error in statistical terms alone, we can,

however, suggest experimental conditions to be satisfied that

are likely to lead to accurate predictive models. This falls under

the purview of "experimental design" (Montgomery, l99l)

and will be discussed in section 4.5.
Both sources (a) and (c) are likely to introduce bias and

random error in the predictions. If ordinary least squares ( OLS )
regression is used for parameter estimation and if the model is

subsequently used for prediction, error due to source (b) will

be purely random, and no bias will be introduced. However,

models that are identified from short data sets and are later used

to predict seasonal or annual energy use are affected by both
(a) and (c) sources of error. These observations are also illus-

trated in section 4.5. It should be noted that no statistical as-

sumptions regarding the errors need be made in obtaining OLS

parameter estimates. Information regarding the model residuals

or errors is required only when one wishes to specify confidence

limits of these parameter estimates (Beck and Arnold, 1977).

4.2 Importance of Studying Model Residual Behavior.

Inspection of the model residuals often provides insight regard-

ing sources of errors. The most widely used set of assumptions
regarding model residuals is that the residuals: (i) have zero

mean; (ii) have constant variances, i.e., heteroscedasticity is

not presenU (iii) are uncorrelated, i.e., no serial correlation or

autocorrelation is present; and, (iv) are from a model where

the regressor variables are non-stochastic, (i.e. there is no mea-
surement error in the regressor variables). This set of assump-
tions is called the Gauss-Markov set of assumptions (Beck and
Arnold, 1977). If any one of these assumptions is violated,

OLS does not yield the minimum variance estimators. In other
words, the practical implication of overlooking improper resid-
ual behavior is that equations presented in elementary statistical
textbooks (say, Draper and Smith, 1981) for model prediction
uncertainty that are only valid under Gauss-Markov assump-
tions will underestimate the true model uncertainty. We would
then be placi-ng rnorerconfidence in our model predictions and
in the savings estimates than is statistically warranted.

The zero mean condition is always satisfied during any type
of regression scheme. Estimating model parameters and model
prediction uncertainty in the presence of measurement errors in
the regressor variables is complex (Beck and Arnold, 1977)
and is not addressed in this paper. We discuss below ways of
dealing with residuals which do not satisfy assumptions (ii)

and (iii) stated above.
A statistically efficient way of dealing with improper residual

behavior (in terms of yielding minimum variance estimators)
is not to use OLS but to use other regression schemes that will
yield unbiased parameter estimates and narrower confidence
intervals, for example, the generalized least-square (GLS)

method ( see, for example, Pindyck and Rubenfeld, 1981 ). Beck
and Arnold (1977) give statistical equations to deal with resid-
ual behavior that does not satisfy the Gauss-Markov assump-
tions. Parameter estimation schemes, however, get more com-
plex and involve regression schemes such as maximum likeli-
hood methods, and non-linear regression. Another way, and the
one which seems to be adopted in the building energy literature,
is to use OLS parameter estimates but to widen the confidence
intervals predicted under the Gauss-Mark@

4.3 Non-Uniform Residual Variance. Non-uniform
variance behavior may arise for several reasons. Two of the
important causes, as they apply to building energy use modeling,
are:

( i ) measurement error. When the response variable exhibits
sever@de variation, the accuracy of the mea-
suring device is rarely constant, i.e., the actual fractional error
may remain constant but the absolute error may increase as
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Fig. 1 Residuals of year-long hourly cooling energy use in a large institu-
tional building in central Texas operated with a dual duct CAV system
with weak hot and cold deck schedules. How residual behavior improves
as the modelfunctionalforms are changed should be noted (from Katipa-
mula et al., 1994).

the response variable increases. Under these circumstances, the
usual way of proceeding is to perform a weighted regression
with the observations inversely weighted with their variance
(Draper and Smith, 1981 ). Another approach to efficient param-
eter estimation is to use maximum likelihood estimation which
yields lower variance estimators than OLS, but the problem
becomes non-linear as a result (Beck and Arnold, 1977).
(ii) model mis-specification errors. The variance of the model
residuals Ts often not constant in the presence of model mis-
specification errors. Figure 1 illustrates this phenomenon from
monitored year-long hourly cooling energy use data from a
large institutional building in central Texas having a dual duct
constant air volume (DDCAV) system (Katipamula et al.,
1994). We note that the simple linear or two parameter (2P)

model with outdoor temperature as the only regressor variable
suffers from abnormal residual behavior both at low tempera-
tures and at high temperatures when latent cooling becomes
important. Adding other variables (that are defined in the no-
menclature) in the model (Fig. 1(b)) removes some of the
residual spread at high temperatures while also partially
straightening the tail. Finally in Fig. I (c) we note that introduc-
ing the indicator variables (which have the ability to account
for changes in normal operation of the HVAC system) further

improves the model fit. Even in this case, the residual still

exhibits a little abnormality as the residual spread is wider tbr

higher temperature values than for lower temperature values.

4.4 Autocorrelated Residual Behavior- Most of the SV

models developed at the hourly or daily time scale seem to

suffer from first-order autocorrelated residual behavior ( Reddy

et al., 1992: Ruch et al., 1993). Three causes for this behavior

as they pertain to building energy use have been identified.

II
I
I

o

Model: a+bTo

Modet: a+bTorcT6r**fqror*gq, - o "' "

o  o  t r  
-od .o  

oo
Model: a+bTorcl+dlTo+eT6o*+fq*ggq o o i
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{ i } ..pseudo,, pattemed residual behavior arises because the teristics ofhow, when and to what extent 2P tempenture-dePen-
. , f f in .Th isser ia ldentmode lsbasedo[shor tda ta .se ts incorec t lyp Ied ic tannua l
regressor vanables nave suong sen8
;;";;il;;il;i".1, ,uur"iu*oi t -rferred over to the energy use in rhe climate of central rexas.

model and hence to its residuals even wliei O" *g*tti* a"aa (a) 
- 

As expected, longer data ses provide a better estimate of

functional form is ..perfecf '. A remedial approach is to trans- unnu"t 
"n"tgy 

use than shoner data sets ln the sample of build-

form the original data set prior to regrcssion itself There are ings chosenlihe average cooling prediction error of short data

several techniques of doing so, frt &;;l; iii" 
-*ia.Wt"a 

seis decreased from 7'3% to 3 O% and the average arnual heat-

cochnne-orcutt (co) Procedure (iil;)itk il 
'ilJJnr"ta' 

ine p-rediction cnor dccreased tuom 21'5% ro 12'9% as the

l98l). However, we have found ,il ;"'ft;;;r oo noi f"igirr of autu sets inqeased from one month to five months'

often remove the problem of pattemed'JtiiJr, 
".J 

ttti. clocs (bi .More important than the length of the data set' however'

not seem to be an universal solution (i.eiii!fii., i-S92t. Note *"" ttt" t.""on duringrhich it was obtained' When 2P models

that th€ co tansform is inaae4uata in cases oi model mis- are used, cooling models identified from mo hs with above-

specification and/or seasonal operattonal changes, as dcscribed average 
't"-paoiotet 

tcnd.to ov-er-predict annual energy and

;ffi;, ;;;;;;;;;eem to doniinate-wtte-fiteting monitorcd underpredicf energv use if identified from months with below-

e n e r g y u s e i n b u i l d i n g s . a ' e r a g e t e m p c r a t u r c s . l h e c o n v e r s e s e e m s t o h o l d f o . h e a t i n g
(iil 

-'Model 
mis-speiification errors due o omission of Yari- models'

iilr'". r#*ffiiffir" *-i:ri! i"-n"-J Lriarat. we shall illustrate the above conclusions wirh vearlong cool-

This issue has been discussed i" ;;ii&';l-;; iil;;te; ing energy usg data_qglelap+ Io.m a simplified svstems model

earlier by Fig. l. . lLiu anibrariag:, l-998) which has been calibrated with actual

r iii) Diumal and seasonal operanonal changes in the HVAC monitored datalrom a location being monitored as pan of the

ii,,i|.ffid;"k;;LoansTARprogram(claridgectal.' l99')..Thedatahasbcen

"ii'"irrJ, "r,rr"'ir:nilE 
;"i oi in economizer operation) generated on arn-hourly basiJ assuming no ecoromizer cycle to

and in the building (auyti-"lnigfrt-tim", eit"niJ ttoiia"yt, foi 5e pt"t"nt, no shut-down of the building at night and realistic

example) during the y.", 
"r" 

p"rrtup.'tii" ,,,o,i-i-po""ni"uuse weekday-weckend operating differences' Tbc hourly values

of patremed residual u"r,"uior. rrtougrt-frdil"t i"ii-g" 
"* 

ar"- nuu" u"'"n summed tb daily values and a four pdameter (4P)

;i# ffi;;;;; 
""i".i, 

*" it""l o-a that autocorrelauon srngte variate (sv) model ha-s been fit to. thc we€kdav data

effects still temain rt-ng in ^ost sv"JgiJ;;;;re"h 11o* oniy- Th" modcl goodncss of fit is excellent (coefficient of

model redesign can remove the 
"d"J^":ii;i;;i',i-; 

i#n- o"iit-i*,ion (R'?f = 099 and the coefficient of variation of

dent operational changes in the ffvat],'-J-tft" U.ifait ! it iift" the.roo-t mean tquatt 
"t'ot 

(CV-RMSE) = 
,4%) ot an annual

#;"6;il;i'ii""J 
"i"-pr" 

uv-n*ii"rur., trssil. Syn- basis. Fieure 2.1 shows the monthlv range of temperature vana-

thetic energy data was generareo 
"til'ti'qt';i 

rcril d*ift ,r."* iell as how well the seasonal cooling energy use data

outdoof dry-bulb temperature data trom central iexas according are fit by 4P models. The error in using the seasonal models

to a realistic model with tt 
" 

frypotrr"tiJ-UJaio! 
"trum"a 

t6 lor -annuA.nreaicgol.is exPressed as a pcrcentage bias which

undergo a regular operational changJii-lrt e*l'gon" to"ting is also indiiated iu fig' 2 Though the seasonal models 6t the

ar thc residual helps identify t""h';';-h;;;;i;ot moaei data very well. ( as- shJwn bv thJR'?and CV-RMSE values in

rcdesign removcs O" 
"ff""t 

oi putt"lri.I€Jiai;r; ;i;lt iig.-21. onrv the October-December model is satisfactory for

demonsrrated in ihat paper. prirliciing ainual cnogy :t: "' "lid:i:1d,-by 
its low bias error'

The difficutty in Eying to remove serial autocorrelation in i'lote Oai;uOging a model's externEl predictive ability (ie"

o. ,"rrl""r-r-i]' r,i'l;",u,fg ir;. dr; ;; th" ;i"G point in outside the aoirain of ttre origiidlt-au ; from thc goodness-of-

dme when the energy use parem i; ffi;;;;..o;ffili fit criteria ( which is I measure of its inrernal prcdictive ability )

changc. Such changes are oft"n ,froJiiu.A 
"'nd 

,*'do-, and is enoneous This is illustmted ty l6E-tact that though CV-

are also obscured uy ottrer enects"su;'; #;;fi[."1,il RMSE is poorer for the model identified from oct -Dcc dara

operation of certain equipment uy tft" Uuifdnl'ofitotot. It i: +an ttrat if ttre April-June and July-Sept' seasonal models'

iiin""ii'i" i""".p".G-ri"rt ir"6"r"r 
"tt*ge;inio 

,h" actual the annual predictivc bias is much smaller (0'l%)' The low

predictive model of energy .t" 
"'iriii"Tri" 

i*"i#-*ft' predictive enor of the regrcssion model identified during the

[r,-r*t 
-"i"rg"r 

-u* UJ".up*J-in 
" 

."a"i" on""lntioty qt.-f,)". period may not 6' too surpdsing since the vadation

estimate. #J$TJ:lLi.?Ttr 3Elg.Ti;i;"" 
cove6 most of the

4.5 Mortet Mis-Specification and ExtrapoliNtion Erro-rs . In conclusion, the be't predi-ctors of both cooling and heating

in short Data Sets. Althougrr drere are no absolute rules for annual enelgy use are models from data-sets with mean tempel-

determining the minimum accepb;i; l";gil ;iA; p*-*trofit atures close-to the annual mean temperature and with the range '

period for the r€grcssion model to accuraily predict'long_-t€rm of variation of daily temperature values in the data set encom-

avstem Derformance, u fu1 y"a, ofiiJigy 
"lri..-p,i"t 

i"" it passiu as much of the 
-annual 

variation as Possible' -Models

iif;li.;;;;r, i; 
"ntii 

*g" oitii"tion of 6oth climatic idcntifi'ed ftom one month of data from the spdng or fall sea-

conditions and the different op"rating moa", of the building sons, when the above condition applies' are frequently better

and of the I{yAC system. Howeviii6n;-y.il,; nrltii n*ai".ot" of annual energv than those identified from five

ofdata is not available ana one is cinstrainJio a"u"fop -cia"!s inonths of data collected during winter oI summq Further' it

using less than a full y"- or o.tu.'-tr,"-"""*u"y *iii.yri"lt seems that there is no way of adjusting regression models to

temperature-dependen ,.gr"rrron lroa"is of eneigy use identi- accurately pr€dict annual energy use o.nce improperly identified

fied ftom short dara sets (i.e., dd;;';i^1.|l-,ft onc year; ftom shon'data sets' The besi way of avoiding or minimizing

are able to paict arnu"t 
"n".gy 

ulJl, L". i"""t,igut a *itn the prediction bias of the model is to identify the model from

monitored dara by Kissock et al. (i-9itt i;; Stn'"d[h ancl.by a dita set that cove$ most of the annual outdoor temperaturc

KatiDamula et al. ( 1995 ) for Mf-n mJels. Furrher investigation spread. If monitorcd data arc inadequate' the simplified systems

i;;ffi;;;; *lir, 
"vr,ir"ti"'""".gy 

us" &t" g"niot o model approach_ should be used (Katipamula and claridge'

Lrn L"gi*".i"g models as described ii'this section- Conclu- 1993; Liu and Claddge' 1998)'

tiont ftu:- ttt"t"-tt"aies were consistent to each other, and these 
5 Formulae for Regression Model Prediction Uncer'

are described below.-i-ur"Jon 
-oni o."d daily data of cooling and heatirrg energy taintY

use from three buildings with constant air-volume (cAv) sys- In this section, we shall present formulae for deducing the

tems, Kissock et al. ( 1993) have found cenain general charac- uncertainty in using baselin! regression models for Fedicting
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(a) Range of variation of daily Ts values

R 2  =  0 . 9 1

CV-RMSE = 9 .57"

Annual bias=-L4.3%

ro(cl

(c) January to March

energy use into the post-retrofit period. Depending upon the

model residual behavior, a separate uncertainty formulae needs
to be adopted. The various cases treated in this section are
summarized in Fig. 3.

5.1 Rigorous Approach to Change Point Models With
Well-Behaved Residuals. The energy use regression models
are not of the standard type encountered in statistical textbooks.
The change point behavior of SV ( 3P or 4P) or multiple regres-
sion models introduces nonlinearity in the models. For example,
consider the 4P-SV model:

Journal of Solar Energy Engineering

u :  E c o  +  a . ( T  -  T " ) -  +  b ' Q  -  T , o ) *  ( 5 )

where E"p, e, b and T,o are the four parameters of !tte. 
model'

Because'T.,o is a parameter to be determined, eq. (5) is.not a

linear modet and ihe treatment presented in standard textbooks

tor iine.ar rnodel prediction uncertainty does not apply'

The statistical theory behind confidence intervals of non-

linear regression modeis discussed by Beale ( 1960) and Hin-

ckley (1969) has been adapted to change point-energy models

by doldberg ( 1982) and Ruch and Claridge (1993)' T" 
proce-

dure involv-es determining the prediction intervals using a fine

ro G,

(b) Whole yeal

R 2  =  0 . 9 8

CV-RMSE = 5.4%

Annual bLas=-S.2%

lo (cl

(d) April to June

R 2  =  0 . 9 9

CV-RMSE = 6.8%

Annual bias=O. 1Z

L(cl

(f) October to December
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Rucfi 6t el. Nonlin€ar Clsssical Roddyet al'

09e3) 8€atch oLS eqn' llryi1
ii!.4i (g s.r1 6 s2) 6 s'3)

p : number of parameters in the model ( in this case, p :

2 )
T : individual value of outdoor dry-bulb temperature during

the prediction Period, and

7 : mean value of 4 (i.e., mean value of the outdoor

temperature during model identification)'

tMSE/;l can be inteforeted as a measure of the uncertainty

wiih which the mean uilue of E could be predicted by the

,..!r"rrion line ffim-n observations at a given value of 71.

H6wever, because each post-retrofit day has a different I u4y:'

the prediction varian"" hut to be increased by MSE' which

accounts for the unity within the brackets. The last term in

the brackets accounts for the increased uncertainty when the

prediction is made at a point other than the centroid of the pre-

ietrofit data used to develop the model'

5.2.2 For Individual Predictions of Multi-variate Linear

Models. The treatment of this case is better handled by switch-

ing over to matrix notation (see any standard textbook, for

ex"ample Draper and smith, 1981). using symbols relevant to

"n"tgy 
ur., ih" baseline model assumes the form (with the

-uttii dimension shown as exponents):

E* ; t )  =  x1; i l7<o ' t r  +  e$; t )  (9)

where x is the matrix of regressor variables and e denotes the

residuals. The variance of an individual prediction is then

A(E  * ; ) '  :  MSE '  [ 1  +  x1 (x ' x ) - t  * j ]

Ca!e
not Studiad

Fig.3G|assif icat ionofcasesdependingonresidua|behaviorofchange
point regression models. The particular section of the paper along with

pertineni references are also specified'

grid search, and since the model is non-linear, the search had

;; b" performed on either side of the estimate. Further the

pr.."A'ur" is applicable only for sum of predictions whose value

is close to the energy use during the identification period. It is

important to note ihat this treatnrent is valid only when the

*oa"t residuals are well behaved' i'e', have constant variance

and no serial autocorrelation. The ill-behaved nature of the

model residuals are probably more crucial to the prediction

uncertainty of the entiie regreision model than is the uncertainty

urro.iut.a with the changJ point. We suggest that one simplify

Itt"-ptoUf"m by over-loJking the effect of the uncertainty in

Jete^rminin g T:o on model piediction uncertainty. The change

point moaJt can then be tieated as a linear model (with the

ihung" point temperature being explicitly known).for the pur-

;;;;;"i error diagnostics, an-approach which has been implic-

iriy uttu-ed in tf,e rest of ttris-paper' For^example' Eq' (5)

und", this assumption would traniform to a 3P model with two

regressor variables:

u  -  E c n  *  a ' T -  +  b ' T +  ( 6 )

where
T- : (T - T,p)- and T* :- (T - T,p)* are the new regressor

variables.

S .2S imp l i f i edApp roach toChangePo in tMode l sw i t h .
Well-Behaved Residuals.

5.2.1 For Individual Predictions of single Variate Linear

Models .Thepred ic t ionuncer ta in tyofas imple l i learmodel
identified from random data is straightforward and is given in

most statistical textbooks (Draper and Smith, 1981; Pindyck and

Rubenfeld, 1981). The prediciion uncertainty for an individuSl

observation during the post-retrofit period, f9r a pre-retrofit

model with constunt uuriunce and uncorrelated model residual

behavior, is:

A(E*.",),: {*rr.[,. :.ffi)] (7)
i -  I

where

MSE : mean square error of the model

:  t>  (E,  -  E) ' l (n  -  P) l  (8)
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where x' is the transPose of x.

5.2.3 For Sum of Predictions. The retrofit savings meth-

oaobgy is not, hoiever, based on individual predictions of

;;:."ftt-are more interested in the sum over m days' i'e' of

the quantity ( ) En",), see Eq. ( I ) ' The prediction uncertainty
; - l

of a sum of . iutu.e observations ( to be used in Eq. 3 ) is given

by Theil ( 1971 ):
m

A ( >  E n " . ) ' :  M S E ' { l ' [ x r . , , ( x ' x ) - t x $ o , ,  +  1 ] ' 1 ]  ( 1 l a )

j : r

where / is an identity matrix and.trpo't, is the matrix of regressor

variables during the post-retrofit period. Note that pre and post

multiplying the-matrix within the square brackets by unit matri-

ces is akin to summing all the elements of the matrix.

If a very simplifiedlstimate of the model prediction uncer-

tainty is ioughi (for example, for preliminary evaluations),

Reddy and Claridge (1998) propose the following:

5.3 Models with Non'Uniform Residual Variance'

5.3.1 For Individual Predictions. As discussed earlier,

model residuals suffer from non-constant variance and initially

model redes ignshouldbeat temptedtoremedyth isbehav ior .
Attempts to remove this ill-conditioned behavior by using

*"ignbO regression (Draper and Smith, 1981) tend to have

limiied ,u".E5 for building energy use analysis. Remedial ac-

tion using indicator models-, as illustrated earlier, may be more

uJuurrtug""ous, but are still limited in their usefulness. Further,

it was rioticed that when using multiple regression models, it

was the residual behavior against outdoor dry-bulb temperature

*tti"t tended to show non-iniformity, while residuals behavior

against other parameters was more or less well behaved. The

iriterested ,eader can refer to Reddy et al.' t997) for a more

complete discussion of this issue.

simply calculating the uncertainty bands for a 3P model using

Eq. r lbi would lead to an over-estimation especially for the

(  1 0 )
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L , (En" , ) ' :  
{ t r " ,

+ ,(4 
-  r) '  l l ,  02a)

> (? i  -  TTzJ)

MSEfr. -(4 
- D' 

- l  
]  Gzb)

L n  2 ( 7 , - T y z J l
i =  I

baseline portion of the fit (i.e., for the months when energy use
is independent of outdoor temperature). Assuming no model
uncertainty due to the change point, Reddy et al. ( 1997 ) suggest
that the residual variance be approximated by two variances on
either side of the change. Let n1 and n2 be the number of data
points during the pre-retrofit period which respectively fall in
the lower temperature portion and in the higher temperature
portion of the model. Then, for the model predictions falling
on the lower temperature range, the following simplified formu-
lae can be used:

Table 1 Case study: Uncertainty in savings determination of a large
institutional building in central Texas retrofitted from a dual duct CAV
system to a VAV system (from Kissock, 1993)

Air handler eleclnoty Coolino thermal e thermal e

GJ/dAY

Pru-relroft
modcl Wgo

mean 2P ZP

Model R' 0.85 O.EE

Model CV-
RMSE (%)

1 . 7 8.0 26 .1

Residual
aulG
16ralrlidn

0.86 0.59

Easelrne
enemv usa

6 .41 94.3 96 .1

Numb€r ot
post-retrofil
davs

649 369 455

S8lrings 4.051 44 .0 37.2

lnstrumeil 2 % 5 % 5 o/o

prrdiction
2.7 olo 9 % 1 3 . 0  %

approach is valid only when the model elror terrns exhibit first
order autocorrelation. The interested reader can refer to Ruch
et al. ( 1993) for the complete equations.

5.5 Case Study. The above equations for predicting un-
certainty in retrofit savings were applied to a large institutional
building in central Texas which was retrofitted from dual-duct
CAV to VAV operation (Kissock, 1993). As a result of this
retrofit, electricity used by the air handler, cooling energy and
heating energy use decreased. The type of baseline model identi-
fied, the goodness-of-fit of the models, the magnitude of the
baseline energy use ,ue shown in Table 1. The serial correlation
of the residuals was strong (:0.6-0.86) and so the hybrid
uncertainty equations (Ruch et al., 1993) had to be used. As-
suming ZVo measurement uncertainty in electricity and 57o rn
thermal energy use, the 95Vo prediction uncertainty of the retro-
fit savings were estimated to be 2.7Vo for electricity use of the
air-handler and about t3%o for heating and cooling energy use.

6 Summary
This paper classified the various sources of uncertainty pres-

ent in determining retrofit energy savings using the regression
model approach. It also discussed how model prediction is im-
pacted by both improper model residuals and models identified
from data periods which do not encompass the entire range of
variation of both climatic conditions and the different building
operating modes. We illustrated, using both monitored data and
synthetic data generated from realistic HVAC simulations, how
model mis-specification can result in non-uniform residual vari-
ance and patterned residual behavior. Remedial procedures to
overcome these deficiencies are also discussed. We point out
that despite model redesign and introduction of indicator vari-
ables to account for building and HVAC operational changes
during the year, residual behavior may still be improper. In such
circumstances, "standard" statistical equations for uncertainty
under-predict actual uncertainty. This paper also presented rele-
vant equations for prediction uncertainty bounds of regression
models with residuals exhibiting non-constant variance and pat-
terned behavior.
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* rrase [l
L n

and, for the higher temperature range (i.e., the right-hand side
portion of the model):

L,(E,*,), = 
{rru, 

*

: 1.6 ' 
[ ln,trr, 

* rn2MS E2 + m ttt '  ?] ( 14 )

where
n .' . t  ( t r  _  E , ) ,r r c E  :  : ' " '
i= I  f l1

and MSE2 can be determined from Eq. (13) by analogy.
Graphically, the uncertainty bands of the 3-P model appear

as a band that narrow during the base-level months (i.e., winter
months for electricity, and summer months for natural gas) and
expands during the months when energy use is linearly related
to an outdoor temperature difference above the change point.

5.3.2 For Sum of Predictions. By extension of the above
equations, the following simplified formula for the variance in
the sum of n individual model predictions is obtained (Reddy
et al., 1991):

m

A( I Er*r)'
j --l

where m, and ffi2 arta the number of prediction periods in the
post-retrofit period that fall on the left-hand side portion and
the right-hand side portion respectively of the model change
point. Note that when MSEr = MSEz (i.e., uniform residual
variance), we get back Eq. ( l lb).

5.4 Models with Correlated Residuals. For many build-
ings it may not be possible to completely eliminate autocorrela-
tion through model redesign, and autoregressive models are
inappropriate because the error component cannot be upgraded
once the building has undergone a retrofit. Fortunately, even if
autocorrelation is present the regression coefficient estimates
given by OLS are reasonable in the sense of being statistically
unbiased (Theil, l97t), and thus give the best estimates of
the coefficients under the circumstances. In this situation, the
problem with an OLS model is that the usual error diagnostics
are biased and may severely underestimate the prediction uncer-
tainty.

A study by Ruch et al. (1993) has addressed this issue and
suggested a hybrid model approach consisting of a combination
of ordinary least squares (OLS) model and an autoregressive
(AR) model, which though similar to OLS in predictive ability
has more realistic error diagnostics than OLS. The statistical
theory of the hybrid model approach has been developed from
fundamental statistical concepts and though involving a certain
amount of mathematical sophistication in terms of matrix alge-
bra, can be "conveniently" programmed on a computer. The
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